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요 약

네트워크 슬라이싱 기능이 모바일 네트워킹에 적용되면서 네트워크 슬라이스를 선택할 수 있는 메커니즘이 필

수적이다. 5G 아키텍처에 대한 3GPP 표준 기술 사양에 따라 슬라이스 선택 프로세스를 활용하기 위해 Network

Slice Selection Function (NSSF)가 포함되어 있다. 이 네트워크 기능의 실제 구현은 네트워크 인스턴스의 동적 변

경 사항을 처리해야하므로 가상 네트워크 기능 (VNF)의 오케스트레이션을 지원하는 플랫폼이 필요하다. 제안 된

솔루션은 Central Office Rearchitected as a Data Center (CORD) 플랫폼에서 모바일 네트워크용으로 특화된

M-CORD를 사용하고 있다. 이는 서비스 오케스트레이터인 XoS를 통합하는 플랫폼 및 Software Defined

Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV) 및 클라우드를 관리하는 OpenStack에 기반하고 있

다. 이 플랫폼을 통해, 본 논문에서 제시된 NSSF 구현은 백엔드 서비스와 네트워크 기능 인스턴스 간의 동기화를

통해서 동적으로 슬라이스 정보를 얻을 수 있는 적절한 생태계를 제공하고 있다.

Key Words : Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF), Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function

Virtualization (NFV), MCORD

ABSTRACT

As Network Slicing functionality gets applied to mobile networking, a mechanism that enables the selection of

network slices becomes indispensable. Following the 3GPP Technical Specification for the 5G Architecture, the

inclusion of the Network Slice Selection Function (NSSF) in order to leverage the process of slice selection is

apparent. However, actual implementation of this network function needs to deal with the dynamic changes of

network instances, due to this, a platform that supports the orchestration of Virtual Network Functions (VNF) is

required. Our proposed solution include the use of the Central Office Rearchitected as a Data Center (CORD)

platform, with the specified profile for mobile networks (M-CORD) that integrates a service orchestrator (XOS)

alongside solutions oriented to Software Defined Networking (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (VNF) and

virtual machine management through OpenStack, in order to provide the right ecosystem where our

implementation of NSSF can obtain slice information dynamically by relying on synchronization between back-end

services and network function instances.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

The advent of high-speed networking has

brought with it a exponential increase in the

number of services offered by the Internet

medium. Due to this, efforts to sustain this

demand have trigger innovation and evolution of

network infrastructure technology. However,

current generation mobile networks are facing a

bigger challenge. Smart-Phones, IoT devices, and

diverse mobile equipment have increased not only

in numbers but in capabilities. As one device can

provide multiple functionalities, the number of

services that are being tethered into the mobile

network cannot be efficiently served by just

increasing the bandwidth of a single physical

channel. Because of this reason, the evolution to

5G has been driven by considering the type of

services that the consumer expects when using a

network, thus, the creation of special

communication channels tailored by the type of

network services has become a primary factor for

the innovation of the next generation of mobile

networks.

Network Slicing is a key functionality in 5G

mobile networks and the main motivation for the

research presented in this document. It allows a

physical network infrastructure to be split up into

multiple virtual channels that can support a

plethora of services. To realize this purpose, the

use of Network Function Virtualization

technology becomes indispensible. Between its

multiple benefits, it not only reduces the wait for

specialized hardware to cater specific network

functionality to be deployed, but also inherently

allows the multiple instantiations of network

functions which facilitates the creation of diverse

network slices. But as the benefits of this

technology overcome the difficulties of working

with physical infrastructure, a new challenge

surfaces. Due to the dynamic nature of Virtual

Network Functions (VNF), instantiation of

resources can occur in runtime. These new

instances of network functions need to be

properly identified and selected for the purpose of

enabling different levels of capabilities according

to policies defined for each user equipment.

In order to solve this complication, the 5G

architecture Technical Specification proposed by

The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)[1],

includes a network function whose role is to

select the correct network slice instance that

appropriately serve the request of a user

equipment. The Network Slice Selection Function

(NSSF) is the focus of the research presented in

this document, it follows 3GPP standards for

positioning and communication between the VNF

that comprise the mobile network. It handles the

selection of slices on the basis of information

passed by the user equipment from the access

network to the core network.

The focal point of this research is to

demonstrate the functionality of the NSSF. To

accomplish this, Long-Term Evolution (LTE) open

source components for the eNodeB and the

Evolved Packed Core (EPC) were used as VNF

[2] instead of standard 5G components, as

working with them currently represent a big

challenge. In order to achieve the orchestration

requirements related to working with multiple

VNF, the Central Office Re-architected as a

Datacenter (CORD) open source solution was

used. It combines the use of a Cloud Computing

software platform (OpenStack), Software Defined

Networking (SDN) and Network Function

Virtualization (NFV) technologies as the platform

for the deployment and orchestration of network

functions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II

contains the related work and motivation for the

research, Section III contains the system design

and implementation description of the NSSF

module. Section IV presents the results achieved

and finally, section V concludes the document
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Ⅱ. Motivation and Related Work

1. Research background and

motivation

As 5G mobile networks purpose is to support

multiple services and appliances, the need for

network slicing is crystal clear. Moreover, with

the advent of SDN and NFV, the trend of

developing network architectures using VNF has

become evident. Hence, many research groups are

developing network architectures that consider

network slicing as the major enhancement. The

organizations and research groups like ETSI,

ONF, NGMN, etc. have proposed solutions that

aim to achieve network slicing for 5G networks

[3,4,5].

The CORD platform developed by the Open

Network Foundation (ONF) is one of the major

open-source projects for development of

SDN/NFV based network solutions and contains a

profile specified for mobile networks, M-CORD

[6]. As it follows SDN and NFV approaches, it

aims to provide many logical slices over one

physical network. Also, It introduces scalability

for increasing the capability of networks at

runtime.

Not only these, but many research groups are

focusing on defining the management procedures

to create and provision personalized slices

dynamically [7, 8].

Fig. 1. NSSF in 5G Architecture

3GPP is the most prominent standardization body

for defining network architectures. It has been

actively building the path for getting closer to the

next generation of mobile networks. According to

their proposal, by introducing network slicing to

the network architecture it becomes indispensable

to add the functionality for proper selection of

resources. Figure 1 shows the 5G Architecture

proposed by 3GPP which introduced the NSSF as

a network function that selects network slices

with the basis of service parameters send by the

user equipment.

Network operators are not bound to a specific

domain of service provisioning and require an

optimized and dynamic way to select network

slices on real-time [9,10]. Hence, this research

work focuses on developing a Network Slice

Selection Function that is not constrained by the

state of the mobile network. Basically, it captures

the high-level configuration provided by the

orchestrator from the top and it contains a

database which maintains updated configurations

on runtime.

2. Related Work

The slice selection function has been proposed

before the 5G architecture was revealed.

Researchers have presented their own view on the

deployment of this network function and even

solution providers have deployed their own

functionality to fulfill the objectives of slice

selection [11,12]. Previous attempts put the NSSF

as part of the access network, where the slice

selection will occur before eNodeB and MME

registration. In other cases, the functionality of the

Slice Selection Function is closely dependent on

the rest of the EPC and thus becomes not

compatible with a mobile network solution besides

the one that is offered by the solution provider.

By not following the current 3GPP standard or by

close-sourcing the functionality of the NSSF, the

areas where this network function can be

implemented become severely limited.
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Ⅲ. System Design

1. General System Overview

In order to achieve a Network Slice Selection

Scenario, the use of the M-CORD Platform was

required. Figure 2 showcases the three main

components that comprise it. The extensible

service control plane, XOS, serves as the

orchestrator where multiple services reside, it also

allows the creation of multiple VNF’s namely

eNodeB, vMME, NSSF, vHSS, SPGWC, and

SPGWU in coordination with a network controller

(ONOS) and a cloud manager (OpenStack).

OpenStack is in charge of virtual machine and

network instantiation. It receives directions from

XOS for the creation of VNF as well for the

Networks, Ports, Image and resource allocation to

guarantee the correct operation of the underlying

system.

As the CORD platform is a core project in

development by the ONF, the use of ONOS

(Which is also developed by ONF) as an enabler

for SDN is evident. This network controller

allows the interconnection of instantiated VNF and

provides data network access required for E2E

connection. To realize this, two ONOS

applications are included in the deployment of the

CORD Platform: VTN and vRouter. VTN's role

is to interconnect VNF by assigning virtual

networks (i.e. s1_net, s6_net, etc.). On the other

hand, vRouter's role is to configure routing

protocols and provide internet connection to the

VNF that requires it.

There is also an important component that links

XOS to the backend services, this is called a

Synchronizer. Its role is to inform the system

about the operation of the VNF, the number of

instances that have been created, if there has been

an error during deployment, etc. Each XOS

service possesses a synchronizer, through this,

XOS can get bidirectional communication with all

the running VNF.

The rest of the components that are shown in

the picture represent the network functions that

compose the mobile network of our scenario. By

default, M-CORD contains preconfigured services

and VNF with the purpose to achieve an E2E

connection. Unfortunately, the use of this VNF is

constrained by license agreements and as of the

time of our research they were not usable for

deploying. In order to solve this issue, instead of

the VNF provided by CORD, another open source

solution was deployed.

The eNodeB and UE implementations are

secured by the use of the OpenAirInterface

System Emulation (OAISIM). It includes a

standard-compliant implementation of a subset of

release 10 LTE for UE and eNodeB. As we

currently lack of Radio Frequency (RF) devices in

our laboratory, the simulation of multiple UE that

can act simultaneously in connecting to a single

eNodeB can be tested with the use of OAISIM.

Like the eNodeB, the EPC is also part of

OpenAirInterface Software Alliance solution for

mobile open source VNF. It houses the

implementation of MME, HSS, SPGWC, and

SPGWU that serve as core network components.

Both projects are freely distributed by the

OpenAirInterface Software Alliance (OSA) under

the terms stipulated by a new open-source license

catering to the intellectual property agreements

used in 3GPP which allows contributions from

members holding patents on key procedures used

in the standard

Fig. 2. System overview and interaction of components
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2. Network Slice Selection Function

Description.

The NSSF is the main component pertaining to

this document. It is in charge of making the

selection of an appropriate Network Slice in the

base of parameters that a UE will send when it

wants to attach to the network.

The Implementation of the NSSF presented in

this paper is done in two parts. Figure 3

illustrates this by showing the Network Slice

Selection Function as both, an XOS Service and

a virtual machine Instance that acts as the VNF

functionality.

2.1. NSSF XOS Description

The service provides an Interface of

communication between XOS, ONOS, and

OpenStack. It is defined by a data model using a

modified version of Google's Protocol Buffers

called xProto. The purpose of the data model is

to define the high-level description of the

functionality of the service. All XOS Services

have a synchronizer that will take information put

on the data model and set them to actions for the

underlying system. For the NSSF, the

synchronizer takes specific directives to collect the

information of SPGW Instances every time there

is a change in the state of the network (i.e

instance deleted, instance created).

The service also contains an Ansible playbook

with the purpose to automate tasks related to the

NSSF Instance deployment. One task contained in

this playbook is the creation of a relational

database that contains the information of the

SPGW Ids that are up and running in the

network. The synchronizer has this information as

a list of IP addresses and the Playbook uses it to

create a MySQL Script which creates/updates the

Database (Depends on the initial state of the

Fig. 3. NSSF XOS Service and NSSF VNF description
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NSSF VNF) where the Slice information is going

to be stored.

2.2. NSSF　VNF Description

The VNF has the main functionality of the

NSSF, it receives the slice request message from

the MME through the Communication API and

uses the UE Information contained in it (i.e

IMSI) to collect the slices that are allocated for

the type of service that the UE is requesting. The

differentiator of the service is an extra parameter

encoded into the connection message. It depends

on the Network Operator to define its own

parameters. For the purpose of this research and

to facilitate the testing done in our scenario, we

are denoting the last digit of the IMSI

(International Mobile Subscriber Identity) as the

service differentiator.

Following the description shown in Figure 3,

the logic that drives the NSSF is as follows.

The NSSF will listen to vMME requests until a

connection message arrives.

The NSSF will query the database in search for a

slice that can serve the connection request.

If the UE request can be serviced by a Slice (If

a slice exists in the database) the NSSF will

insert the UE information along with the Slice

Information to denote that the slice is being

served to a UE.

In case that there is no slice related to the

service the UE is requesting, the NSSF will select

a default slice (the default connection channel is

defined by the Network Operator).

In either case, the NSSF will forward the Slice

Id (SPGW IP Address) to the MME/AMF through

the communication API.

2.3. Database Description

The Slice database runs in a MySQL server

inside the virtual machine that represents the

NSSF VNF. The purpose of this implementation

is to allow the NSSF to manage its own selection

procedure by accessing a local repository, thus

minimizing the communication with external

modules. The DB stores the information of the

slice instances that currently exist in the network.

It contains three tables joined together by the

type of service that the UE is requesting and the

current SPGW slices that exist. Figure 4 shows

the tables named: SERVICE, SPGW, and Slice

Table.

The SERVICE Table contains the types of

services supported by the mobile network. For

this research purpose and testing scenario, Two

type of services are defined, Video and Web. It

is the role of the Network Operator to define the

services that are supported, due to this, this table

is filled manually.

The SPGW Table will have the current

information on the instances that exist in the

network. This table will be updated by the NSSF

XOS Service using the information of SPGW list

that the synchronizer provides every time the

network states changes.

Finally, the Slice Table will include the

association of the UE Id and the Service that has

an existing slice in the network, this table will be

filled by NSSF VNF selection procedure every

time a matching slice exists.

Fig. 4. Slice Database table description.

Fig. 5. Slice Database contents.
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Figure 5 shows the information that the NSSF

provides once slice association is done. This is

presented by doing a JOIN of the three tables.

The above figure includes information of the UE

(i.e. IMSI:208930100001111) service information

(i.e. WEB) and slice assigned to this service (i.e

10.0.8.2) These three fields together show that a

slice is being assigned to a specific user

equipment that wants to consume a requested

service.

2.4. Communication API

The NSSF is developed using Python 2.7. But,

in the case of the rest of VNF, they are

developments done by the Open-Air Interface

Alliance in C language. As the NSSF requires

communication with the vMME in order to

receive UE information, a communication API had

to be created.

The Open-Air Interface implementation of the

EPC does not consider a Network Slice Selection

Function for its operations, instead, the MME has

the SPGW information in a configuration file.

Our implementation replaces this functionality by

getting the SPGW connection information from

the NSSF itself.

The MME code had to be modified to include

a call to the Communication API. It contains

python code that translates C function requests

into Python methods. It also executes a Remote

Procedure Call (RPC) for requesting the SPGW

Id to the NSSF, as shown in Figure 6. In other

words, the API holds the communication channel

that allows the vMME to interact with the NSSF.

Ⅳ. Test and Results

1. Experiment Environment

The deployment platform chosen for this

research is M-CORD version 4.1. It allows the

creation of a virtualized environment that can

exist in a single physical server. This type of

deployment is known as Cord In a Box (CiaB).

The development machine has 20 physical cores

and 64GB of RAM. The Operative System

required for this deployment is Linux Ubuntu

14.05.

The Open Air Interface EPC is running on a

modified version based on commit a58735fe, also

the OAISIM implementation is the latest master

branch. The EPC is running on Ubuntu 16.04 and

OAISIM on Ubuntu 14.04 both with the

recommended kernel modifications (i.e. 4.7.7

oaiepc kernel for the EPC and Linux

3.19.0-61-lowlatency kernel for the eNodeB). The

NSSF was developed using python and is running

on Ubuntu 16.04. Also, XOS services for the

VNF where created with a mix of xProto models,

python, and YAML.

To facilitate the deployment of the environment,

three VM images are configured using cloud-init

for making them compatible with OpenStack. The

images that contain the OAISIM and NSSF

implementations are created as part of this

research. Additionally, the EPC image was

obtained from the oai-scenario repo of the

developer aweimeow [13]. In this implementation

of the OAI EPC, the SPGW is separated into

control plane and user plane modules to support

the SDN based MCORD architecture.

These images are used for provisioning the

VNF, with the main purpose to save configuration

time during deployment. The EPC image is

common for the four VNF that represent the core

network (vMME, vHSS, vSPGW-C, vSGPGW-U)

but each of them is differentiated thanks to the

XOS services tied to each VNF. As mentioned in

the previous section, the XOS services contain

Fig. 6. Communication API module.
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specific description in their data models, this is

used for setting up deployment configuration when

instances of VNF are provisioned.

2. Scenario

Figure 7 shows the setup of the scenario. Each

network component is represented by a VNF

instance. Furthermore, as the purpose of this test

is to showcase network slice selection, two slices

are created, one for WEB traffic and another one

for VIDEO traffic. This is done by creating two

instances of each vSPGWC and vSPGWU. The

purpose of the test is to have two user equipment

access the mobile network and have each of them

routed through different paths for connecting to

the data network on the basis of the service that

they are requiring.

OAISIM provides the means to create multiple

user equipment and connect them to the network

simultaneously. A Specific configuration has been

done for it to create two UE that have different

IMSI. The basis for slice selection is done by

taking the last digit of the IMSI and use it to

represent the type of service (Relative to this test

scenario: 1 being WEB, 3 being VIDEO). The

IMSI is a combination of the Public Land Mobile

Network (PLMN) for the first five digits and

Mobile Subscription Identification Number (MSIN)

for the rest of the enumeration. The test scenario

uses the following numbers: UE1 has

208930100001111 and UE2 has 208930100000403

defined as their IMSI.

In order the differentiate the slices, a basic

QoS configuration has been implemented inside

the two SPGWU instances that are part of the

user plane of the two slices. Figure 8 shows the

change in the configuration file for both of the

SPGWU, by changing the Policy and Charging

Enforcement Function (PCEF) and specifying the

Aggregate Maximum Bit Rate (AMBR) for the

uplink and downlink.

Fig. 8. PCEF configuration in different SPGWU.

The above figure shows the configuration for

the two slices. In this way, the WEB Slices is

limited to 10 Mbps and the Video slice to 30

Mbps.

3. Test results

The iPerf utility is used for generating test

results. In order to approximate a real-life

scenario test, iPerf connects to a server through

the internet. The SPGW-U provides internet

access to another physical server with a public IP

address that also resides inside the research lab

where the tests are being performed. A full E2E

connection test of a UE connected to the WEB

slice shows the following behavior presented in

Figure 9.

Fig. 9. UE E2E iPerf test, WEB Slice.

While executing the tests, the first results

showed that OAISIM is not a reliable medium

for verifying performance. Although it manages to

do an E2E connection by triggering the NSSF

functionality and connecting to an appropriate

slice successfully, the emulator only achieves a

throughput of around 1Mbps on the traffic test

regardless of the slice that it is serving the

Fig. 7. Test scenario.
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connection. This is due to limitations related to

emulation constraints.

As OAISIM was the cause of the bottleneck

for the performance test, iPerf was made to run

directly on the SPGWU Instances that were

configured to serve a specific type of services

(WEB and VIDEO). Results of this tests are

shown in the figures below.

Figures 10 and 11 Illustrate the result of the

test done using iPerf for each slice. Also,

simultaneous tests for both slices were conducted.

Instead of iPerf (This does not allow simultaneous

connections) the tool speedtest-cli was used. It

performs speed tests on the closest register server

on the speedtest.net site. The results are shown in

Figure 12. It is apparent that each slice does not

disturb the performance of the other one. The

physical link to the internet allows up to 100

Mbps, which is well above of the configuration

setup for each slice.

Fig. 11. iPerf test, VIDEO Slice

To further enhance the test results for future

experiments, the use of a more reliable eNodeB

oriented to a performance scenario must be used.

Although OAISIM serves its purpose to

demonstrate the E2E slice selection test, it fails to

deliver the required performance to illustrate the

benefit of having multiple slices.

Fig. 12. speedtest-cli Simultaneous test.

Ⅴ. Conclusion

The paper illustrated a Network Slice Selection

scenario using the M-CORD Platform as a

mechanism for slice creation and VNF

Orchestration. The importance of the NSSF is

justified through the literature. Although a full 5G

scenario was not presented, the purpose and

functionality of the Network Slice Selection

Function were demonstrated by providing logically

different resources to different users over a single

physical network.

Also, our NSSF scenario implementation allows

academia to deploy a slice selection test-bed with

the least investment as possible. This opens a

broad range of possibilities for institutions that are

interested in testing a working E2E mobile

network connection on top of M-CORD but are

budget constrained to fulfill their requirements.

Furthermore, our scenario can show the versatility

of the CORD Platform, as it allows us to

onboard practically any available open source

functionality to it, by effectively linking it to

existent LTE open source components.

Fig. 10. iPerf test, WEB Slice.
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